• ESA Global space economic workshop event? Hacathon with fisherman with coders?
• Atlantic Regional initiative: workshop on stakeholder inclusion. Invitations to tender.
• Need to create an ecosystem based on EO free data, training
• Needs of regulation and coordination with other agencies is key for sustainability.
• More Practical uses of EO – simple technology v.s. artificial intelligence
• EO for climate change challenges, risk of floods, shoreline protection, etc
• Seafood certification as means to improve the value chain and compliance
• EO for fishing monitoring (small vessels) to authorities
• Challenges of oil spills detection and international waters monitoring
• Food security adaptation measures due to climate change
• Low cost technologies for deep sea exploration
• Network based on existing partners on maritime end user community in UK
• Atlantic satellite constellation, definition of preliminary requirements and capacity building
• Mission Oriented Projects
  • International Ocean Pollution Monitoring
  • African Union Space Mission for an Atlantic Satellite Constellation to improve revisit times and other missing gaps
  • Increase fishing related sales to 40MEuros in Azores with EO
  • Improve fishing value chain by monitoring fish freshness and its traceability

• Other discussion Points
  • Deep Sea Exploration with Low cost Technology to accelerate understanding of the oceans
  • Ocean Literacy – transversal to all activities as key to engage end users and
  • Open Innovation and co-design
  • Connecting blue carbon initiatives to blue economy
  • Venture capital as source of funding for new developments